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With the lifting of the partial
lockdown experienced in
Kenya and some of the
neighbouring countries, it
seems that life is slowly but
surely gaining momentum
amid fears of a W-curve for
COVID-19.

We are halfway past through the
year that had so much promise,
and it still does, if you have the
mindset of the glass always being
half full and not half empty. As
this 4th publication of e-Soko goes
into circulation, it is a pleasure
to celebrate our strides as an
association working with women in
such tumultuous times.
With the lifting of the partial
lockdown experienced in Kenya
and some of the neighbouring
countries, it seems that life is slowly
but surely gaining momentum
amid fears of a W-curve for
COVID19. Even though this might
be the case, there is a special breed
of women that has refused to give
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RETHINKING THE
DEVELOPMENT AGENDA IN
THE CONTEXT OF COVID-19
leave us at crossroads asking - how
do we ensure planetary health and
resilience?

Dr. Josephine Ojiambo

FOREWORD

Honorary President, CBWN-K

COVID-19 has upended our
lives and created new realities
in nearly all spheres of human
interactions.
A post-COVID world would seem to be
radically different from one anticipated
by the Sustainable Development Goals.
The clear struggle of the gold standard
north against the virus gives pause to
the rest of us. Why would any country
seek to pursue economic development
similar to what is enjoyed by Italy,
France, UK and the US when they were
unprepared to deal with a virus?
COVID-19 allows us to return to the
table and re-imagine sustainable
development anew. I think “genuine
solidarity” between communities
and nations, “mutual respect” and
“resilience” dimensions of development
would take a more centre stage.
It would be prudent for future
development systems to go beyond
raising incomes, ending extreme
poverty and hunger and achieving
gender equity.
While these are important, COVID-19
proved these goals alone, may not
suffice especially since a developed
Italy suffered losses more extreme
than poorer nations in the South. Also,
Black Lives Matter demonstrations,
inequality and racism are gaining
worldwide traction and recognition as
major impediments to having a truly
united global family. All these, with the
ever-lurking climate change impact,
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COVID-19 has upended our lives and
created new realities in nearly all
spheres of human interactions. It also
threatens to render us ineffective and
irrelevant, our existing ways of doing
things. Measures taken to control the
spread of and mitigate the impact of
the novel coronavirus have decimated
national and household budgets. Stay
at home orders and social distancing
directives have negatively affected
public and private sector enterprises
alike. It has not helped that amidst
these challenges, trade tensions and
belligerence between some countries
have increased.
There are fears that many countries,
including those in the global north,
could plunge into economic recession.
Furthermore, the heinous murder
of George Floyd in the streets of
Minneapolis back in May 2020 in the
United States of America opened the lid
on racism, racial hatred and tensions
which triggered mass “Black Lives
Matter” protests in the US and around
the world.
The confluence of these challenges
and tragedies has forced governments
to direct efforts and resources on
emergency operations, including
shoring up social welfare programs
and in the stabilisation of the economy.
Reduced budgets have meant that
development programs are relegated
to the margins.
On a global level, COVID-19 could
slow down, eclipse and/or marginalise
the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development, the Paris Accord on
Climate Change, and the Sendai
Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction
2015-2030.
Recalling its defining role in
improving racial relations that
included highlighting the impact
of institutionalized racism in
the Apartheid South Africa, the
Commonwealth remains an important

voice on these issues. It is a valued and
respected platform with mechanisms
that could contribute immensely
towards a more prosperous and
united, post-COVID world.
My take on the areas that we as
Commonwealth participants should
focus on are:
Resilience dimension of sustainable
development. The Coronavirus has
revealed that virtually all countries are
vulnerable to natural and manmade
crises;
The centrality of development. Our
efforts towards the achievement of the
SDGs should not falter. Measures must
be taken to renew and re-galvanize the
importance of ending extreme poverty
and hunger everywhere by 2030;
A global partnership that is
anchored on mutual respect and
shared interest and goals. The
increased interconnectedness of our
global society requires enhanced
collaboration among the Member
States and leaders from all spheres.
The primary areas of concern being:
•
•

Continued preparedness against
climate change impact and other
natural/man-made disasters;
Shining the spotlight anew, and
supporting action to combat
racism, racial tensions and improve
race relations.

Though the Corona Virus pandemic is
rolling back decades of globalisation
and progress towards sustainable
goals, it provides us with an
opportunity to create the connected,
innovative, secure and caring
Commonwealth and world that we
need for future generations.
There is hope that within the resilience
of humankind, solutions will be found
and the Commonwealth, with its
family of actors, will emerge stronger.
I believe that the Commonwealth is a
force for good.
#Ojiambo4CW
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Who We Are
Background
Commonwealth Businesswomen’s
Network Kenya (CBWN-K) is a Ground
Partner of the Commonwealth
Businesswomen’s Network (CBWN)
which is a registered Community
Interest Company in the United
Kingdom. CBWN is an accredited
organisation directly recognised by
54 governments across six continents
committed to advancing UN Sustainable
Development Goal 5 and the
Commonwealth Charter. CBWN Kenya
was launched on 20th August 2019.
CBWN-K is part of the larger
Commonwealth Businesswomen’s
Network (CBWN) mandated to get over 1
billion women in the Commonwealth to
connect, collaborate and do commerce.
CBWN works with women in business
by connecting governments and the
private sector to encourage and enable
women’s economic empowerment
through delivering activities, initiatives,
products and services focused on Trade,
Talent and Training. CBWN also sits on
the main governance body on gender
for the 54 commonwealth governments.
It is the only accredited membership
organisation for women’s economic
empowerment that is recognised by the
54 official Commonwealth governments.
Women own majority of small business
enterprises. With proper training and
capacity building, they will be able to
grow their small businesses into large
ones.
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Vision
To be the platform for the members to enable them to
connect, collaborate and do commerce with 85,000 women in
the larger commonwealth network.

Mission
Strengthening the commonwealth by building businesses, and
advancing women from the 54 countries in one platform.
CBWN-K’s mission is driven by the 3Ts, which are Trade, Talent
and Training.
•

Trade
Opening new markets, and positioning both personal
and business brands for international trade (goods and
services).

•

Talent
Identifying and developing talents to economically
empower women for the betterment of the community,
regardless of the sector. Talent can be nurtured and honed
into a fine skill that will earn.

•

Training
Connecting and assisting businesswomen to access the
necessary knowledge and skills to help them move to the
next level.
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Our Core Values
Core values govern personal relationships, guide business
processes, articulate what we stand for, help explain why we
do business the way we do, guide us in making decisions and
underpin the whole organisation. They are essential tenets.
They Include:
•

Inclusivity & Equality
Membership is open to businesswomen and the youth
who are committed to learning and adopting responsible
business practices, regardless of their economic status in
the society.

•

Integrity
CBWN-K will conduct its operations with transparency,
accountability and responsibility, towards its members,
donors, partners, other constituents and the general public.
The organisation believes that for it to thrive, it needs to
integrate responsible business policies and practices into
every facet of how it does business.

•

Stewardship
By providing tools, training and resources, CBWN-K
will help its members to navigate corporate social and
environmental responsibility as a competitive advantage.

•

Sustainability
CBWN-K strives to set a high standard for implementing
sustainable business practices throughout the organisation
that considers future generations and what will sustain
them.

•

Knowledge
Trainings, mentorship and capacity building initiatives
will be relevant and crucial to the overall growth of the
members.

•
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Diversity
CBWN-K recognises that members may have diverse
resources and/or distinct needs. Decisions undertaken will
be made with respect and support of these differences.
All businesses and talents will be assisted to grow and
advance to a higher stage.
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BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

By Dorcas Muthoni
Kenyan Entrepreneur &
Computer Scientist
Founder, Openworld Ltd
Twitter: @DorcasMuthoni

Tracking
FOR SUCCESS
In a consumer driven economy, many businesses will carry
inventory. In many cases, the businesses conducting retail
business will not have such heavy inventory that requires
a complicated tracking system. Despite this advantage,
and almost zero demand for an inventory management
system, many small and medium businesses score poorly
when it comes to keeping accurate records of inventory,
meaning that more often than not, business owners are
unable to properly track what has been purchased, sold,
damaged, lost or is redundant. To make matters worse,
most business owners have a “hanger’s on mentality” that
makes them keep things in the stores, for no good reason.
The fact that the majority of SMEs are not automated also
means that there are no systems to quickly trace stock,
discover discrepancies in inventory or alert business
owners when it is time to replenish stock. The use of
simple handwritten cash sale receipts and stock books
also poses a risk to businesses as they are sometimes
not reflective of real sales and often there are no copies,
making it hard to track stock and have an accurate
valuation of business assets.
One may argue that due to the nature and size of most
SMEs keeping track of inventory is easy since there are
fewer people involved in the business. However, the risk
occasioned by not tracking inventory is an inefficient
business resulting in reduced profits, loss-making, lost
sales or even employee theft.
COVID-19 has forced many businesses to shut down
unexpectedly, attend to fewer customers, change
operating hours, lay off staff and even change locations.
Business owners are, as a result, stepping in to reevaluate
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their businesses and almost take back the reins they had
handed over to section heads in the name of delegation
and staff empowerment. One needs to know that the
procurement/ stores/ inventory section, determines how
the balance sheet looks like.
Keeping track of inventory goes beyond knowing how
many items you have in stock: it requires that you also
know the monetary value of this stock. To do this and
assuming no returns have occurred one can use simple
calculations such as:
Opening stock + Purchases – Sales = Closing stock
Net Profit = Sales – Direct Expenses
Yesterday’s closing stock = Today’s opening stock
The calculations are easy, but what is even easier is having
them computed by an inventory management tool. With
advancements in technology, SMEs are now, more than
ever, in a better position to automate their businesses
using tailor-made SME-focussed systems.
Some systems allow business owners to update their
inventory real-time as goods are checked out using a Point
of Sale (PoS) software at the till. This enables the business
owner to automatically track stock levels as sales or
purchases are made from anywhere at any time using their
mobile phones.
While many factors contribute to the success of a business,
no business can exist without goods/services to tradein. So take charge of your inventory today and enjoy the
benefits that come with accurate stock-tracking and a
healthy balance sheet.
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FINANCE / RISK MANAGEMENT

Decluttering Excesses to

SURVIVE
During

COVID-19
The COVID pandemic has presented
unexpected challenges to businesses
around the world. As business owners
continue to manage and direct their
businesses, they need to build a
mindset of survival. There has been
a lot of research conducted on the
impact of the pandemic on businesses.
One key aspect affecting most
businesses is reduced demand for
goods and services leading to shrinking
financial resources. Organisations,
therefore, need to learn and embrace
financial management.
Financial analysis helps to identify
areas that require adjustment during
this crisis. The key information that
business should continuously generate
and present for decision making
include revenue, inventory turnover
rate, accounts receivable turnover,
current ratio and acid test ratios. This
information will enhance decision
making by enabling the business
owners to make informed choices
about introducing new products,
retiring non-performing products,
discarding some processes and
non-essential value-adds as well as
identifying new revenue streams.
One of the most important concepts
in financial management is the breakeven point - point zero at which you
are neither making a profit nor a loss.
Break-even analysis is the concept that
helps determine at what stage your
company starts making profits.
Every business owner should have
this magic number in mind because it
is the make or break of any business
as it determines all other aspects of a
e-Soko Magazine | An initiative of the CBWN-K

By CPA Caroline Gathii
IRMCert
cgathii@firstideaconsulting.co.ke

business from potential sales volumes
to expenses.
Liquidity is another key aspect of
business survival. Liquidity measures
the ability of the organization to cover
immediate expenses. Expenses should
be evaluated with the objectives of
maintaining efficiency and saving on
costs. An assessment of your business
liquidity allows you to explore the ideas
of:
•
Outsourcing certain business
services while still achieving the
same results but lowering costs
•
Hiring of equipment or machine
time, or production capacity
instead of purchasing while
maintaining their production
standards
•
Hiring transport services rather
than owning a fleet of vehicles.
•
Renting or subletting office space
while some team members are
working from home.
Cash Flow management is the next key
aspect to keep an eye on. Cash flow
refers to the money circulating within
the business and it is impacted by how
customers pay for services or products
and how the money is used. Businesses
can request customers to pay a deposit
before the provision of service or
purchase of goods as this provides
money to keep the business going
while the service is being rendered.
Businesses can also negotiate
favourable payment terms with their
suppliers, this way the business can
pay when money is available.
Businesses can also explore the idea
of LPO financing by their financial

Organisations should
invest time in scenario
planning which is
projecting the future
and brainstorming on
the possible future
business environment.
institutions. The main aim is to ensure
that the business remains liquid at
while transacting business.
Asset management allows a business to
optimally use all its assets to generate
income. Sometimes this may mean
selling idle equipment or renting it out.
Finally, organisations should
invest time in Scenario planning
which is projecting the future and
brainstorming on the possible future
business environment.
Businesses need to prepare for
opportunities, challenges, risks and
uncertainties that the environment
presents and make plans on how
to overcome those challenges while
remaining relevant. This will enable the
business to continue even when such
circumstances as the pandemic occur.
This process will help the business
perceive risk and opportunities as they
plan for the future.
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HUMAN CAPITAL (HRM)

By Cecily Kariuki
CEO, Labour Planet
International Limited
info@labourplanet.net

OUTSOURCING:

Winning the non-core without
losing focus on your core
Outsourcing is a business practise
in which services or job functions
are leased out to an experienced
manpower agency. They include
functions such as payroll, transaction
processing, transcription services,
front-end services, maintenance, image
manipulation services, order and
inventory management.
Why Outsource?
In running a business, it is likely to
have multiple functions that are noncore, such as those listed above. That
means, they are necessary but not
at the heart of the business. As such,
you can choose to have them done by
an external party for various reasons
including:
1. Financial constraints - as may be
the case for many businesses in the
current season where the effects of
COVID19 are impacting the profits
and operations of companies.
2. Strategic direction - which may
require the business to alter its
operations and core activities
3. Inability to scale operations - is
common for solopreneurs and small
businesses which cannot afford to
hire qualified personnel for critical
functions such as accounting and
customer support
4. Business model requirements
- when a business operates in
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unconventional spaces or modes
hence enlists the services of
professionals for some important
processes e.g. social media content
management, customer support,
etc.
Advantages of Outsourcing
Having understood why you might
need to outsource, here are some
advantages you may experience:
1. Get access to skilled expertise i.e
people who can perform the task
better and possibly at a more
affordable cost than having it done
inhouse.
2. Reduction of pressure on resources
and increased efficiency. Outsourcing
important but mundane activities
can allow you to refocus your inhouse resources on the activities
that make you profitable without
sacrificing quality or service.
3. Better risk management as
associated risks are shared with
your outsourcing partners.
The Downside of Outsourcing
Because outsourcing means exposing
a part of your business to third parties,
there are things that you need to
evaluate and measures to put in place
before and as you reap the benefit
of outsourcing. Some of the pitfalls &
mitigations to consider are:

1. Loss of managerial control:
Outsourcing means handing over
the reins of management and
control of that function to another
company. This is best addressed
by having a point person from
your business and from the service
provider to deal with arising issues.
A service-level agreement can also
come in handy to help you dictate
the standards of operation.
2. Dilution of your working culture: You
can’t assume that the outsourcing
company will be driven by the same
standards and mission that drive
your company, and it probably will
not share your passion.
This can be mitigated by a thorough
recruitment process, having a
service level agreement, training
and onboarding of the outsourced
staff on matters relating to the
vision, mission and culture of your
business.
3. Data/ Information Security:
Confidentiality could be
compromised if the outsourced
function involved share proprietary
company data or knowledge, such as
product drawings or formulas, this
must be taken into account as well.
To mitigate this, you may consider
including a non-disclosure clause or
agreement in your contract.
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CUSTOMER FIRST (CR)

Handling Different

CUSTOMER
PERSONALITIES
Customer Relations as defined by
the Cambridge dictionary is how ‘a
company or organization deals with its
customers, and the relationship it has
with them’.
Creating great relationships with your
customers will make or break your
business if the effort done by the team
is not well defined. Today’s customers
are very demanding and they know
their rights so the best investment an
organization should make, is to train all
its staff in managing both internal and
external customers.
It is important to understand that there
are different customer personalities
and we need different skills to manage
the different customer requirements.
So how do you deal with the different
customer personalities?
Angry or Irate Customers – In every
business, this is the most dreaded of
all clients. In most instances, the brand
promise on the product or services
provided has not been met. Sometimes
the customer does not have adequate
information to use the product and
is definitely very frustrated about the
value they paid for.
How do you handle a customer who is
screaming and shouting at your brand
either physically or online? The first
thing is that you have to stay calm. Do
not argue or respond with emotion as
this will only aggravate the situation.
Show empathy and ensure that you
walk the frustrating journey with
the customer. Lastly you must offer
compelling alternatives while seeking
long term solutions.
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Dissatisfied Customer – This is a
customer who feels that the services
are not worth the value e.g. a customer
who experiences service variability
or that the value has not been met.
This customer may complain calmly
or be very passive as they walk away.
Once again, listen to understand
where your organization fell below the
brand promise and customer value
expectation. Show empathy and offer
an alternative e.g. a replacement meal
in case the customer is complaining
about poor service.
Indecisive Customer – This customer
is harmlessly called the ‘maybe’
customer. They will give you mixed
signals while doing a purchase and it’s
very frustrating. Imagine selling a dress
to a customer who fits in to ten dresses
but keeps saying, “Maybe I should pick
dress number two, or I think the first
one was the best”. Acknowledge the
indecision and identify the pattern
barring this customer from making a
hard choice without being overbearing.
Offer facts and solution to the needs
and give them a third eye to validate
their lack of confidence e.g. another
person ratifying their decision to look
and feel of a dress or item on them.
Refer to previous purchases that they
were happy about and grow their
ability to make a choice.
Demanding Customer – This is the
customer we fondly call the ‘terrible
two”. They want it now and they
want it their way without making any
considerations. Try and be in control.
Reassure the customer that you
understand their need and you are

By Pauline Warui

CEO & Founder,
East Africa Customer Care Center Ltd.
pwarui@eaccc.co.ke

doing the best you can to meet their
expectations. Explain to them the
underlying facts so that you can reach
an understanding while giving a solid
solution to close undue demands.
The Talkative Customer – This is one
of the simplest but hardest customers
to handle either on phone or as a walkin. They will pour out their world to you
in a few minutes and you will be acting
counsellor without a sale.
Listen carefully and pick out the core
of their request. Paraphrase their need
to ensure understanding and asking
closed ended questions while taking
control of the conversations. Offer
a concrete solution to avoid further
questions.
Know it all Customer – This is the
customer who will give you more facts
and research based terminologies even
before you open your conversation.
Be patient and attentive and do not
take his showing off aspect personally.
Acknowledge his depth of knowledge
and use clarifying statements to get to
an amicable solution. Take advantage
of his ego and up-sell or cross-sell new
products.
Always remember that all customers
are different and you have to tweak
your approach every time as one size
does not fit all. Do not take it personal
as customers are addressing the
brand and they may also have other
underlying issues. One of the most
key skills while delivering customer
service is to listen to understand but
most of all treat all customers fairly as
customer loyalty brings in revenues.
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CUSTOMER
TECHNOLOGY
FIRST
(ICT)
(CR)

FORGING
FORWARD

in the Digital World
The freelance/gig economy and learning resources

For a moment in decades, everyone
from multinationals and the small
businesses to developed economies,
developing and undeveloped countries
experienced uncertainty ushered in
by the coronavirus. Though some
Covid-19 measures were not universal,
for example, stay-at-home orders
could not apply to the over 100 million
homeless people globally, washing
hands regularly with an estimated 11%
of world’s population without access to
improved water supply or the 1.8 billion
without access to adequate sanitation
not to mention people living in densely
populated areas like the slums or villages
expected to maintain social distancing,
we are pulling through not without
challenges but with determination.
We have definitely gathered many lessons
and continue to learn as individuals,
families, communities, governments,
companies and institutions. In our new
world, the rule of thumb is to optimize
available resources, reduce wastage and
unnecessary expenditures. This includes
adopting technology in our new normal.
As we navigate the new world of virtual,
digital and automation of almost
everything, below available resources and
opportunities may be useful:
a) The Freelance/ Gig Economy
This is a labor/ job market for
temporary and flexible jobs connecting

freelancers and companies through
an online platform. Companies hire
self-employed workers to undertake
specific jobs in return for an agreedupon payment. Freelancers are
individuals who make themselves
available to be hired for such
temporary work. Below are some of
online platforms:
i) The Ajira Digital Program
Is a Kenyan government initiative
driven by the Ministry of Information,
Communications and Technology
to empower over one million
young people to access digital job
opportunities. More details on https://
ajiradigital.go.ke/home
ii) Fiverr
Is an online marketplace for freelance
services. The company provides a
platform for freelancers to offer
services to companies worldwide.
More information on https://www.
fiverr.com/
iii) Upwork
Is a freelancing platform where
businesses or individuals connect to
conduct business. More information
on https://www.upwork.com/l/ke/
b) Some of the free learning platforms
i) Longhorn offers free learning portal
Providing access to learning materials
for Grade One to Form Four learners

By Rachel Ndung’u
CEO, Biashara Africa
hello@biasharaafrica.com

on their online portal at no cost. The
materials provided cover both the new
Competency-Based Curriculum and
also the 8-4-4 system.
Learners with both smartphones and
feature phones can access the learning
materials either on the internet or
by dialing a USSD code *864# More
information on https://elearning.
longhornpublishers.com/
ii) Grow Your Business FREE program by
Goldman Sachs for 10,000 Women
This course is designed for women
entrepreneurs ready to take their
business to the next level. More
information on https://www.coursera.
org/learn/10k-women-1?
iii) Coursera
This is an online learning platform that
offers both free and paid open online
courses, specializations, and degrees
from various universities (Stanford,
Harvard university etc) and companies
(like Google, IBM among others)
globally. More information on https://
www.coursera.org/
iv) edX
Offers both free and paid open online
courses by Harvard, MIT among
other universities. It hosts online
university-level courses in a wide range
of disciplines. More information on
https://www.edx.org/

Sources:
Drinking-water key facts by The World Health Organization
https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/drinking-water
Global Water, Sanitation, & Hygiene (WASH) by The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention https://www.cdc.gov/healthywater/global/wash_statistics.
html#:~:text=An%20estimated%20790%20million%20people,access%20to%20adequate%20sanitation%2015.
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GOVERNANCE & LEADERSHIP

LEADING THROUGH

UNCERTAIN
TIMES
By Rosebell Abwonji
rabwonji@gmail.com

Uncertainty makes people uncomfortable. We all started
off the year in high gear, full of plans and activities that we
needed to accomplish. COVID-19 has led a lot of these plans
astray, leaving most businesses grappling to stay afloat.
Some of the questions I have encountered over the past
few months have been: “Will I still have a job?”, “When can
we resume operations?” “What happens if I can’t go back to
work?”
With the daily compounding economic pressure, the
government has engaged business leaders to set up
measures that will allow various sectors to resume their
operations. Though the preference for many would be for
things to go back to normal, the reality is that we are living
through a period of a great shift. It is up to leaders to steer
the ship forward or risk sinking into the deep depths of the
changing tide.
Communication is critical as we make plans to go back to
work. When a team member asked, “Will I still have a job?”
I decided to lean in and have an open conversation. What
I picked from the experience was eye-opening. Though it
was not an easy discussion, I realized that the staff member
was voicing concern for being left out in a conversation
about their future. As we discussed different scenarios
the staff member was fully engaged and offered helpful
suggestions that we had not considered as a business.
Thereafter, the leadership team changed tact, holding more
frequent meetings for better communication flow across
the organisation. This is the time for business leaders to
be candid and transparent when communicating with their
employees.
Empathy is key in finding solutions that work for both you
and your employees, especially if you are invested in building
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up a resilient and committed team. Virtual meetings have
been punctuated with baby gurgles and curious little visitors
as the lines between home and work become blurred.
Understanding that our staff are caregivers, we have shifted
our operational strategy.
Rather than show up within set hours for work, we are now
focusing on specific goals that need to be completed within
an agreed timeframe. This is proving to be more effective as
we provide the right support for productivity.
Leading through uncertain times means flipping the switch
on long-held rules and beliefs. Some organisations have
embraced the change, quickly adapting to the new wave by
innovating their products, services and processes. Others
have revised their entire operations, branching into new
markets and establishing strategic collaborations with new
partners. Leaders need to ask themselves how they can meet
new market demands.
More importantly, leaders should allocate time to take care of
themselves. There is unbelievable pressure from everywhere
to achieve success against the odds. I have found myself
wanting to participate in every possible virtual meeting while
staying up late at night to work even more. However, this
only leads me down a road of fatigue and mental exhaustion.
As leaders, we need to be intentional about creating space
to rest and recharge through the day. Only by exercising
kindness on our bodies and minds shall we show up better
for our teams.
The world is yet to find a definitive solution that will guide
us through living in an unusual time. Leaders are thus called
upon to guide their employees through this transition with
compassion, courage and trust.
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FINANCE
FEATURE STORY

MARKETPLACE
Reloaded

By Wangari Maina
Editor, CBWN-K
info@cbwkenya.co.ke

COVID-19 has hit hard on many
businesses across the world. The
impact is greater for businesses
that were already struggling, had
just started or were in the middle of
strategic change. A recent statement
by renowned success mentor Darren
Hardy helps to put the present and
future in perspective. He says, “To
say this has been a tough year is such
an understatement that it is almost
insensitive. One thing we can all agree
on is...This was NOT the year we
expected. This was NOT the year we
wanted. But maybe (now that it is here,
ready or not!)... It is exactly the year we
NEEDED.

projections have it, business might
just end up being the underdog of the
Kenyan landscape for the next four
years given that:
•
2020 is full of COVID-19 impact,
adjustments and the US
Presidential elections
•
2021 will experience global
pressure of the dollar & Kenyan
pre-election and succession fevers
•
2022 is expected to be pregnant
with succession politics of fear,
reduced foreign direct investments
and urban-rural migration
•
2023 might offer a restart of the
vibrant GDP contributing sectors of
tourism, horticulture and farming.

Pain so great, so raw, so rattling…
That it is FORCING us to change.
Forcing us to GROW. Forcing us to
become BETTER. To shake us from our
complacent slumber. To break us out
of our restrictive status quo. You can
choose to see crisis as a threat, or as
an opportunity. A challenge. A call to
action.”

If businesses don’t put in the work
to form a blueprint that covers the
next four years, it means this COVID
period of slow down was useless as a
catalyst of change towards success. In
this feature of eSoko we take a sneak
peek at the industries that will be the
underbelly of success for the next
couple of years.

The resilience of some Kenyan
businesspeople proves that many
have chosen to see the opportunity
and respond with action because as

Manufacturing
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It is in this 2nd half of 2020 that
manufacturing entities need to explore
the idea of opening manufacturing

Trade is the wheels
that keep economies
going and as history
has shown us, each
generation has a way of
adapting and adjusting
trade to be an intricate
part of life.
plants in the rural areas and taking
advantage of the Export Processing
Zones.
With many labourers choosing to
go back to the rural areas for their
livelihood amid COVID risk and
resurgence, affordable labour will be
scarce. Yet it contributes significantly to
the bottom line and pricing of goods.
At the same time, If China’s reputation
is damaged as a consequence of the
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how to clean reusable face mask

1

Remove mask. Take straps,
and pull forward

4

Dry the mask underneath the
sunlight or use a hairdryer

pandemic, one will do well to place
themselves as a source of campaign
materials for many African countries
whose elections are in the near future.

Agriculture

Next to oxygen and water, agriculture
for healthy retail consumption will be
the most consistent need in the next
four years. Do we have data that will
help our farmers do their thing with a
plan?
Shouldn’t soil analysts and testers
be talking to small scale farmers and
owners of tracts of virgin land about
farming healthy food options rich
in vitamin C? What are the healthy
alternatives to milk tea - hibiscus,
chamomile etc? Are there any baobab
farmers who can get into a value add
process to increase the availability of
this vitamin C rich source?
If the Commonwealth Business
Network members are going to have
a strong lead in the economy of our
countries, then this is one of the major
conversations to have.

Retail market space

At CBWN-Kenya, we lean on three
pillars to guide us to our vision and
e-Soko Magazine | An initiative of the CBWN-K

2

3

Wash your hand before you wash it.

5

Iron mask to help keep their
shape.

mission - Trade, Training and Talent.
Trade is the wheels that keep
economies going and as history has
shown us, each generation has a way
of adapting and adjusting trade to be
an intricate part of life. While basic
commodities such as food and clothing
remain paramount, businesses are
finding new items to include in the
bracket as life in the context of COVID
becomes clearer.
Urban-Rural migration will call for
increased lighting and technology
solutions, labour in the rural areas will
become more affordable, products out
of the rural areas with no infrastructure
will require value add services and
transport solutions. The urbanites will
prefer quality, locally produced goods
rather than imports.

Knowledge-Economy

In an article dubbed “E-learning and
digital education - Statistics & Facts” by
Erin Duffin (https://www.statista.com/

Wear the mask

6

Put mask in the plastic bag
ready to use again.

topics/3115/e-learning-and-digitaleducation/), “the e-learning market
worldwide is forecast to surpass 243
billion U.S. dollars by 2022”. That is a
tremendous market space to play and
grow in.
If you consider the online courses,
ebooks and journals, data mining, and
generally what is referred to as the
knowledge economy, the more than
85,000 members of the Commonwealth
Business Network must come to the
table with their product and service
offerings in this economy.
Data is the new oil, the new coffee,
the new tea, the new gold, the new
currency.
We, the women in the Commonwealth
Network have the capacity to, not
only join the bandwagon of trade,
manufacturing, technology and
agriculture but also take a strong lead
in driving it towards a path of success
which future generations can rely on.

We continue to provide resources and information resources for our
members through various platforms. To receive regular and informative
articles to help you manoeuvre through these challenging times, join our
CBWN-K newsroom group by sending an email to info@cbwkenya.co.ke
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AGRICULTURE

Rethinking
AGRICULTURE
It is without a doubt that the
COVID-19 pandemic has caused
unprecedented disruptions in
all sectors of the economy. The
pandemic’s effects on agriculture can
only be described as a crisis within a
crisis because it has not only created
new challenges, it has exacerbated
the existing ones and exposed the
fragility of agricultural systems in our
country.
With already a significant proportion
of the population categorized as
food insecure, we cannot afford to
be complacent. The effects being
experienced range from pressure
on global food supply systems,
disruptions in regional trade, farm
labour shortages to limited access
to farm inputs and resources, which
in turn affect food production. The
effects are multifaceted and so
should be the solutions.
Amidst the pandemic, the value
and critical roles of the small-scale
farmer and small vegetable vendor
have been demonstrated. It is the
small-scale farmer and vendor that
households have depended on from
the beginning and they have been
the greatest source of nutritional
needs. As these feel the impact, the
questions that come to fore are:
•
How can our agricultural system
be made more sustainable and
resilient?
•
With a great number of people
dependent on small scale
farmers, why don’t we have
robust policies to cushion and
support them?
e-Soko Magazine | An initiative of the CBWN-K

•

What are the opportunities in
agriculture after the pandemic?

One of the major reactions arising
out of the COVID-19 mess has
been the localization of vegetable
production which has provided
households with required nutrition
in different parts of the country,
especially in the rural areas.
In the concrete jungle, urban
gardening through the setup of
kitchen gardens has also been on
the rise. The Ministry of Agriculture,
Livestock and Fisheries has
developed “Kitchen Garden Starter
Kits” to facilitate and guide in setting
up.
This is a program that should
be strengthened and adopted
permanently to focus on foods
depending on the locality. With
agriculture being a devolved
function, it is high time the county
governments formalized the kitchen
garden initiative. Makueni County is
taking the lead on this.

By Nyawira Gitaka

nyawira.gitaka@gmail.com
Blog: https://junglegirldiaries.
wordpress.com/

for farmers whose relations with
consumers will be maintained
beyond the pandemic. This move has
highlighted the challenges faced in
the distribution and transport of food
to different parts of the country.
Individuals in the transport sector
and who have found themselves
with idle assets during this period
have thus found a new business
opportunity.
The need to enhance mobile
money services and other digital
technologies in the provision of
support to small scale farmers
should be addressed. This means
that services from professionals in
the information technology sector
are needed now more than ever.
How the agricultural space can be
utilised during and after the crisis is
a subject worth focusing on as we
continue to adjust to the new way of
life and more opportunities come to
light.

Seedlings should be made available
in all markets within the county and
tree seedling vendors can be sources
of seedlings locally. This can greatly
improve the variety of vegetables
available, strengthen local food
sources and address household
nutritional needs.
The pandemic has also pushed
many small-scale farmers to market
their products directly to consumers.
This has been greatly beneficial
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PROFILE • Featuring Kenya

Connie
Aluoch

When you search her name on any browser on the
internet, the images that catch your eye are of a
vibrant, jovial, stylish, confident persona, wrapped
up as a natural African beauty known as Connie
Aluoch. She brings colour, style and an aura of an
unforgettable brand. The rich advice she shared
with CBWN-Kenya in a recent zoom meeting left
us with a desire to know more about this fashion
entrepreneur, fashion stylist and corporate trainer
who has over 10 years experience in the local and
international fashion industry.

What is the one thing people don’t know
about you?
I speak Italian.

Who is your role model and why?
My mother. When I started out my career in fashion,
the one piece of advice she gave me was: “Hard work
never killed anyone.” I still live by that advice to date.

What things don’t you like to do?
I am a pretty open person and I like to explore new
things/ opportunities.

What is your strength as a woman and
how does it reflect in this pandemic
period?
I find my strength in prayer, resilience and
determination. As a fashion entrepreneur, this has
helped me restructure my business to adapt to the
tough times occasioned by the COVID-19 pandemic.

When growing up, is this the career path
you intended to take?
I have always been fascinated by the fashion industry.
My parents and sisters also have a penchant for
fashion, so I must say it runs in the family.

What was the most unexpected
experience in this path?
My career path has evolved over the years. I started
as a fashion designer then got into styling and started
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a creative styling agency - Connie Aluoch Styling
Management.
I never envisioned that I would become a fashion
lecturer at the University of Nairobi, own a business
and be a corporate trainer for personal branding image
and grooming! I am also working on my concept paper
for my PhD in Fashion.

How do you balance your professional
and social life?
I try to maintain a healthy balance for both. I exercise at
least 5 times a week, and I am most productive early in
the morning which is when I complete major tasks on
my schedule. I take time out on weekends to relax and
spend time with family and friends.

What do you think would change in your
field in the next 5 years?
I would love to see the revival of the collapsed Kisumu
Cotton Mills (KICOMI). This industry can grow by leaps
and bounds if we have local, quality input.

What would you advise a person wishing
to take the same career path as you?
Fashion and styling is a glamorous career but behind
the scenes, there is pressure, deadlines and long
working hours and intense competition. One must
learn to be determined and resilient in order to work
and stay relevant.

If you were to change anything in your
career, what would it be?
A lot of my life experiences have shaped who I am
today. The changes I would effect are more on the
external, which is the local fashion industry. I am glad
that the government is supporting local designers by
encouraging people to don “Made in Kenya” clothing to
work on Fridays.
I would also like to see more support for the creative
industry from local stakeholders and more Kenyans
in buying “Made in Kenya” designs and products. We
need to be proud of our quality designs and fashion
products which are highly coveted abroad.

What would you tell your younger self?
Start saving early; it does not matter how little the
amount is… and do not be afraid to make mistakes.

Is the interest in your field is growing/
waning. Why do you think that is?
The fashion industry is a glamorous fast-paced sector
that has been accelerated by the influence of social
media. Thus, 10 years ago, styling was not a career in
the Kenyan market.
Currently, we have fashion bloggers and influencers,
celebrity stylists and personal shoppers, and a range of
players in fashion. The industry is definitely growing.
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YOUTH CORNER

By Esther Neema
Founder, Dream Tribe Network Africa

estherneema@gmail.com

ARISE, ADJUST AND SHINE
Until the World Health Organization
woke us to the fact that COVID-19
is here to stay, we were all hoping
it was a transitory inconvenience.
Disappointing and difficult as it has
been, when you consider those
who have seized the moment, this
has been such an amazing season,
because as it is said, “it is during
a great depression that great
innovations are formed.”
Not all is lost, it is a time to
rediscover a new way to be. Those
who have had to close shop have
been faced with no choice but to get
up and think, “how can I be relevant
and reinvent?”
Abel Mutua, A Kenyan actor and
producer said, “There has never
been a time when the world stopped;
but now, it has. So you can adjust,
in case there is a space you have
been struggling with or in. Take this
opportunity for when it starts again,
that’s it, it will be hard to catch up”.
We have had a moment to breathe,
to be more reflective, and perhaps,
to plan again.
The informal sector and the creatives
never quite stopped, though.
Perhaps it is because they could not
afford to stop. Whatever the reason,
they have shown the more formal
sector what is possible including
the viability of multiple sources of
income, some of which are passive.
We will be forgiven to think the world
has stopped when it is actually just
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moving a little slower for humanity.
The earth continues to rotate and
revolve the same way it did before
the advent of the Corona Virus. It is
our human activity that has slowed
down or even stopped. A clarion
call for us to rise, revise and shine
despite the global challenges.
The reality is, we must accept that
the world as we know it has changed,
giving rise to largely unexplored
possibilities.
Possibilities that enhance
productivity, get our creative juices
flowing, redefine the rules of the
game, nurture new relationships,
mend troubled relationships, open
new revenue streams and call for a
culture shift.
If we arise from our ingrained human
habits, adjust our perspectives in
light of new information, shift our
thinking, attitudes and beliefs, we will
be the lighthouse that shines in the
darkness. A guiding light for this and
the next generation to steer through
the darkness of COVID-19 and the
expansive sea of opportunities.
One morning, we will wake up and
discover we are enjoying brighter
days, with closer associations and
better realities. We will have created
a new earth - a new education
system, a new way of working, a new
way of relating, a new way of being
and staying alive. Until then, we
must suit up our armours - to fight

There has never been
a time when the world
stopped; but now, it
has. So you can adjust,
in case there is a
space you have been
struggling with or in.

an invisible enemy, set up structures
that will withstand the next
generation’s monster (because every
generation has its own), to build and
live purposeful lives, to keep hope
alive and to leave the earth better
than we found it.
Just as a butterfly wiggles and adjusts
its way out of a cocoon in its growth
stages, so are we now called to do.
Short-circuiting our way out of the
learnings of this season is depriving
ourselves of important life lessons
in patience, self-control, rebirth and
relationship management. The future
will appreciate the beauty whose
foundations we are setting today in
our adjustment.
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FILM REVIEW

BOOK REVIEW

Women in film.
Let’s unite. We are
already a great
force. Let’s work
closely together.
Let’s celebrate
each other. Most
importantly, let’s
tell our stories.

Film industry review by Njoki Muhoho
Over 30 years in Management
Consultancy & Film Making
Ambassador: Women in Film.
Co-Host - Risper & Njoki: Stories are Us on
ZebTribe TV (FB/YouTube)
Executive Producer: Zebra Productions Kenya
Ltd.
FB: Njoki Muhoho
LinkedIn: Njokimuhoho

The motivation behind this film review
on eSoko is a local comedy video by
Auntie Jemimah featuring WaNancy
and other members of her crew. In
addition to leaving me in stitches, this
video, where the crew is turning a
Forker plane at Wilson Airport Nairobi
into an ‘Air Matatu’ has snapped my
creative juices into action and given
me a moment of pride as a woman,
particularly in the film industry.
Wangare Ngure (Auntie Jemimah) and
Kezia Ngure (WaNancy) stand high on
the list of women worth celebrating in
the Kenyan film industry because they
bring us tears of laughter and sadness
all in one sitting.
The Laughter tears.
On 4th March 2020, at the inaugural
Women in Film Awards I received the
Award for Most Influential Women
Personality in Film and as the
excitement was just settling, the
title of Ambassador: Women in Film
Ambassador was bestowed on me
by Dr Josephine Ojiambo and Nana
Wanjau. They are the Honorary
President and Chairperson of the
Commonwealth Business Women
Network-Kenya (CBWN), respectively.
That title has over months and days
come with responsibilities that not
only relate to my work in the Kenya
film industry, but also to CBWN-Kenya.
In this capacity I have mingled with
numerous women in film, television
and commercial productions whose
works spread like bushfire yet
little is known about them. With
a fair majority, about 70%, of film

(including television and commercials
productions) producers in Kenya
being women, Kenya stands out for
giant strides in the industry.
Tears of Sadness.
Amid the reset of other industries,
film industry players must stand to
change the narrative and concept
propagated by the scarce films with
female leading roles, both locally and
internationally. At one point, when I
was Chair of the Kenya National Script
Writing Competition, we received
over 500 scripts and story concepts.
In all these, only 3 story concepts had
female leading roles.
All others had women in roles of ‘nice’
women. Those who gave up their
kidneys and hearts, literally, for their
sick sons, husbands and brothers. This
is in addition to prostitutes, the gold
diggers, the conniving girlfriends and
wives, the beautiful nit-wits if not lazy
bones etc. What deepens the sadness
is the awareness that scripts depicting
women as such are written by women!
Back to happier thoughts.
Women in film. Let’s unite. We are
already a great force. Let’s work
closely together. Let’s celebrate each
other. Most importantly, let’s tell our
stories - those of dark and gloom as
well as those of joy and laughter. It
is alright to laugh at our problems
because laughter is medicine and
it reminds us of the many joys to
celebrate.
Unleash and bolt from the cocoon.
Don’t hold yourself back.
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The One Thing
Book review by Wangari Maina

In the past few months, there has been
and continues to be an endless flow
of information, advice and ideas. We
are continuously being presented with
solutions for struggling businesses,
working from home, staying healthy, and
so much more.
One will be forgiven to ask, “So what
advice do I follow?” Applying the Russian
Proverb, “If you chase two rabbits, you
will not catch either one” is a good place
to start as Gary Keller and Jay Papasan
explain in this phenomenal book, The
ONE Thing: The Surprisingly Simple Truth
Behind Extraordinary Results. Their
message is simple, double down on ONE
THING if you want extraordinary results.
Too much information or too much
activity gets you stressed and stranded
in the decision making process. Reading
this book allows opens your eyes to cut
through the clutter, achieve better results
in less time, build momentum toward
your goal, dial down the stress overcome
that overwhelmed feeling, revive
your energy, stay on track and most
importantly master what matters to you.
The book is an easy read with 3 parts that
tell us about:
1. The lies that mislead and derail us
2. The truth of the simple path that
leads to productivity
3. The keys to unlocking the
possibilities within you to bring forth
extraordinary results
In addition to showing us how to put
this simple concept of the ONE THING
to work, there are two main takeaways
which are important in a space like the
one we are in courtesy of COVID19:
What is the one thing you can do today,
such that by doing it, everything else will
be easier or unnecessary?
In a world of no instructions, and too
much information, regularly asking the
above question becomes the simple
formula for finding exceptional answers,
which is what we all need
The book is available at amazon.com
and kobo.com in audio, printed and
Kindle formats.
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PERSONAL BRANDING

KEY
POINTS on Personal Branding
By Connie Aluoch

With the increased presence in online meetings and
conferences, personal branding has increased its
relevance as a critical component of success. Personal
branding is the practice of people marketing themselves
and their careers as a brand. The process of building
your personal brand involves defining your uniqueness
as a person and building the reputation you want to be
known for, by employing a few steps to change, modify or
improve on who you are currently.
1. Brand Vitals
What are your values as a person? What are your
interests? What are you talented in? What activities do
you enjoy? Your strengths as a person? It is important to
understand who you are as a person.
2. Establish Your Brand Target
Identifying the market your brand is likely to interact with
is important because it enables you to make the necessary
changes to how you can project your brand positively.
3. First Impressions Matter
It takes 27 seconds to make a good first impression. Fiftyfive per cent of your appearance is based on your body
language, posture, grooming and clothing.
4. Grooming
It is important to look clean and well put together.
Observing all aspects of your hygiene communicates that
you care about yourself and therefore, unconsciously
translates to competence in your job.
5. Your Health Is Your Wealth
What you consume plays a key role in keeping your body
healthy and in check. Exercise is important to boost
energy levels and is great for your skin. Get yourself
checked yearly to ensure your health is in mint condition.
6. Online Presence
Social media accounts are a vital extension to your brand.
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It is a free marketing tool for your skills and opens new
avenues for connection and opportunities. Google your
name and make sure what comes up is not controversial
and best represents your brand. Invest in your LinkedIn
account and update all the details. Avoid posting
controversial opinions on social media platforms. It has
been proven over time that the internet never forgets.
7. Your Wardrobe
Do not wear anything that is too short, too tight or too
revealing. Invest in shoes that you can comfortably walk
in and wear proper fitting undergarments. Make an effort
to put on make-up to enhance your appearance and keep
your hair clean and well made at all times.
8. Brand Consistency
Your brand is on show 24/7. This means that even when
dressed down you cannot afford to look unrecognizable.
Your casual outfits must also present the best version of
your brand.
9. Color Psychology
Different colours have different meanings and certain
occasions call for you to adhere to the mood. Darker
colours convey seriousness as opposed to brighter colours
which communicate more relaxed energy. Opt for dark
colours when attending serious meetings such as board
meetings. Bright colours work for more relaxed occasions.
10. Dressing For Various Different Occasions
Dressing appropriately for different occasions shows
respect and good manners. If you are unsure of what to
wear for any occasion, call the organizers and find out.
Always dress up for a wedding, cocktail party, white tie
or black tie events. When shopping, opt for classic pieces
and avoid current trends. Develop a capsule wardrobe
with pieces that have versatile wearability. Your wardrobe
basics include vests, skirts, dresses and trousers, which
can dress up or down depending on the occasion, activity
or weather.
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WHAT WE HAVE BEEN UP TO...
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CBWN-KENYA
FILM NIGHT

PERSONAL FINANCIAL
PLANNING

FILM

ENSULO

Watch ﬁlm on Showmax

Michelle Tiren

Martin Keino

Actress

Joyce Waiyaki

Mona Ombogo

Independent Financial Advisor
& CBWN-K membership Director

Moderator

Gold Medalist, Pace-setter
International Sports Agent

THEME

Succesion

Cissy Nalumansi
Co-Moderator

Date: Friday, 26th June 2020
Time: 1.00pm - 2.30pm
Venue: zoom

Venue: Facebook/Commonwealth Business Women Kenya

cbwkenya.co.ke

cbwkenya.co.ke

Friday, 17th July, 2020
5:00pm - 6:00pm

The Chairperson and
Board of Directors
of CBWN-K
wish all those who are feeling
under the weather

CBWN-KENYA
FILM NIGHT
FILM

THEIR EYES WERE
WATCHING GOD
Watch ﬁlm on Youtube

Rita Oyier

Flavor Mang’ula

Founder and
CEO Heri Online

Father and Mentor

THEME

Nice Githinji
Moderator

Rebuilding after
the Storm

Cissy Nalumansi
Co-Moderator

Friday, 24th July, 2020
5:00pm - 6:00pm

Venue: Facebook/Commonwealth Business Women Kenya

cbwkenya.co.ke
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Remember to take it easy.
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CLASSIFIEDS
Company Name: Think Delus Limited
Contact Person: Wanjiru Kanyiha
Contact Number: 0722 794 775
Contact Email: wkanyiha@thinkdelus.
com
Website: www.thinkdelus.com
About us
Think Delus is Africa’s premier Big Data
Management Consulting firm that works
with state-of-the-art technology and
human centered problem solving to
tackle some of Africa’s most challenging
problems.

Company Name: Biashara Africa
Contact Person: Rachel Ndungu
Contact Number: +254 722 123 400
Contact Email: Hello@biasharaafrica.
com
Website: www.biasharaafrica.com
About us
Biashara Africa enables SMEs have
online presence and transact, maintain
business records, automate payments
and access delivery providers.

Contact Person: Bernahdette Omondi
Contact Number: +254 722 478 789
Contact Email: bodettie@gmail.com
Bernahdette is a procurement professional
with over 14 years experience. She
is passionate about supporting the
transformation of organisations into
achieving their ultimate objectives. She
has been involved in the setup of various
institutions that are currently thriving and
supporting economic growth in Kenya and
regionally.

Company Name:
1. Multichoice Talent Factory
2. Zebra Productions Kenya Ltd
3. Workingsmart Skills Ltd
Contact Person: Njoki Muhoho
Contact Number: 0717 450 903
Contact Email: Njoki@njokimuhoho.com or
Njoki.muhoho@zebraproductionskenya.com
Contact Person: Joy Chenyenyozi
Contact Number:0716256553
Contact Email Address: Joy.chenyenyozi@
zebraproductionskenya.com

Company Name: Branding Beyond
Borders
Contact Person: Nana Wanjau
Contact Number: 0722 707 227
Contact Email: info@
brandingbeyondborders.com
Website: www.brandingbeyondborders.
com
About us
We are about connecting minds
globally. We create platforms that
bring great minds, leaders, change
makers, influencer together for a cross
pollination of ideas and ideals.

Company Name: Evolve Media Limited
Contact Person: Zainabu Shoko, CEO
Contact Number: 0722 777887
Contact Email: info@evolve.co.ke
Website: www.evolve.co.ke
About us
What do we do?
•
Design & Printing
•
Branding & Brand Management
•
PR & Communications Events
•
Web Design & Development

Esteemed Royale

Strategic, Practical Solutions
for Individuals, Micro & Small
Businesses
www.esteemedonline.com
walkwithme@esteemedonline.com
+254 786 838446
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Business Content Generation
Information Management Solutions
Buiness Growth Strategy
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SAFE MEASURES

Issue No. 04

TRAINING STAFF
Train your staff on prevention habits
and activities. Remind them to take
precautions as well as use face
masks and gloves.

HYGIENE
Everyone should wash their
hands before and after going to
the toilet and manipulating any
food. Proportionate to the
clients alcohol gel.

CLEANING
Set schedules for cleaning the
equipment, all the areas and the
utensils, where there is a regular
amount of exposure.

FURNITURE
Tables must be placed at a
distance between 1.5 to 2.5
meters. The spaces must be
well ventilated.

FOOD
The food must be well-cooked,
preferible cooked over 70° celsius.
They must be served in clean
dishes.

UTENSILS
Cooking utensils must be
cleaned frequently after each
use. Preferably with 80° celsius
water in the dishwasher.
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